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Dear Customer, 
 
Tanury Industries has a long history of providing high quality functional and decorative 
precious metal coatings.  Our clients include many leading companies, from a diverse 
array of markets.  Several traits distinguish us from our competition: attention to detail, 
high quality standards, family oriented customer service, and use of advanced technology. 
 
When Thomas A. Tanury, Chairman, came into the business, his vision was clear: to 
combine the best technology with our core business values. Our goal is to provide a “One 
Stop” solution for all of your finishing requirements. Our insistence on applying our 
experience, technology, and stringent quality programs to new markets has thrust Tanury 
Industries into the international marketplace.  Our ability to provide new and exciting 
functional and decorative finishes both in electroplating and PVD (physical vapor 
deposition) continues to be a catalyst for growth while providing clear market advantages 
to our clients. 
 
Our management team has a combined 130+ years of experience, providing a seasoned 
approach to controlling our business, while nurturing long lasting relationships with our 
diverse customer base. Domestic and international trade groups, client referrals, esteemed 
universities, and government agencies often contact us to consult on their most technical 
challenges.  Technology investment has been our priority over the decades, and our 
emphasis on R&D and process development are continuing objectives.  Unique color 
development in PVD, such as Champagne, Rose, Azur Blue, and Sea Green are among 
some examples offered by Tanury. We encourage you to view the full list of Tanury’s 
unique color boards at our website. 
 
Electroplating Finishes: www.tanury.com/electroplating/finishes 
PVD Finishes: www.tanury.com/pvd/finishes  
 
Sounds like we are a busy company, and we are... but amidst all of this activity is one 
simple philosophy: Never forget were we came from, and service every customer beyond 
their expectations.                                                                  
 
Welcome to the Tanury Industries family. We appreciate your business. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Michael Akkaoui, President & CEO 
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